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Please be advised that the stories included in our magazine
fall under the genres of horror and Gothic fiction. As such,

there are elements and themes that may be upsetting or
triggering. 

 
You will find an index of triggers at the end of the magazine
should you wish to apply your own personal discretion. We

have done our best to identify potential triggers but we
apologize deeply if we missed something.

 
While we do not promote stories with gratuitous gore or

exploitative events, we understand the importance of
communicating transparently with our readers and

establishing our community as a safe space.
 

Yours,

The Crow's Quill
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Quill & Crow Publishing House is a quaint and curious press
dedicated to promoting the integrity of independent literature.

Specializing in all things gothic and macabre, we strive to preserve
the upmarket prose while lifting up voices often unheard.

 
Quill & Crow is not your typical publishing house. Not only
because we love bleeding heart poetry and all things odd &
macabre, but because we are family. Each one of us brings

something amazing & unique to the table. 
 

Whether you are joining us as an author, poet, or just want to
hang out as a Friend of the Crows, you are welcomed and

appreciated...
 

...and we will probably feed you.

The Crow's Quill
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The Crow's Quill

Dearest dark hearts,
 

By now, we all know the common rules regarding the fae:
Don't give them your true name,

Don't accept their gifts,
Don't bargain.

 
But what happens to those who don't know the rules, or those

who cannot tell it is a fae with whom they deal? What
happens to fae who are not evil themselves but still exist in

such worlds?
 

This month, we explore the darkness that follows the fae and
those who interact with them. I can only speak for myself but

I must say, my morbid curiosity has been piqued. Join me?
 

Yours,

Damon Barret Roe
Damon Barret Roe

Assistant Editor
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I WANT TO WEEP,
BUT THAT'S

NOTHING NEW; I
SOMETIMES LOSE
TEARS LIKE TIME.sunset.

       They moved us to the country for fresh air and quiet and expected me to stay
within our ring of respectability. They bemoaned the mud I tracked in, the leaves
and twigs fished from my hair when Mother brushed it at night, the poison ivy
soothed with aloe. But as soon as the grime was scrubbed away, my hair brushed,
the rash subsided, I skipped back out into the forest to play Pirate Queen on a
raging sea of decaying leaves and mossy boulders. A jawless coyote skull was my
bosun, a squirrel my first mate, and when I had safely pulled into port with all my
treasure, I jumped off the stone prow, then ran to the blackberry thicket to dye my

When I was seven, I adored where the carefully
cultivated garden became wild. By crossing that
threshold, I could do all the things little girls
weren’t supposed to do. I’d get my dress dirty,
cake my shoes, lose my socks, dip in the creek and
the  pool  it  fed  into,  and  not  come home before

Blackberry Wine

Written by
Amanda M. Blake

THE CROW'S QUILL
pre s en t s
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mouth purple with summer fruit, and play with the fairy who lived among the
thorns.
       She was whip-thin sharp to her mop of red hair, and rode a centipede over the
antebellum stone walls. She showed me where scarabs crept, gold instead of green,
where little jewel-like flowers bloomed in a rotten tree hollow, where worms the size
of snakes writhed and tiny frogs slept in lotus pods. She flew around me with the
dragonflies and dotted my nose and cheeks with freckles, and ate the toadstools that
grew in a ring around an ancient tree with gnarled, surfaced roots, even though
Mother and Father warned me they were poisonous. She invited me to join her in the
little hole in the earth between the root knees, but I told her I couldn’t fit and that I
needed to go home soon.
        I was feral in the forest, playing with my rose fairy in her blackberry bramble,
until I had to become a proper little lady, with bows in my hair instead of briar and
polished black shoes every day. The wild was to admire, not assimilate, and fairies
weren’t real. After the whistling of too many switches plucked from the garden’s
edge, I came to believe it.
        When I was seven, I played in an untamed forest and didn’t understand what I
did when I crushed moths underfoot.
       Now, I am seventy-seven, and I struggle to breathe through lungs clogged with
the dust of their wings.
    The house hasn’t been tended for years. I live closer to the city, where the
treatments shriveled me like an apple and took my hair and heat. They leave me
trembling with the effort of reaching the less-defined edge of a wilder yard. My
daughter tells me I shouldn’t strain myself, but to rest is to die; I despair that I desire
such peace.
     The forest swallows me within its early awakening, buds on the edges of gray
branches, sprouts between the deadened leaves. Everything dies, but there’s a kind of
immortality to a forest, where the gloomy gravestones of tree trunks resurrect year
after year.
        I stumble over logs and stones I once so nimbly traversed in my youth. I’m three-
legged these days—with Father’s old walking stick out here instead of my cane—and
less fleet of foot, more easily disoriented in dimming light. But it’s not such a terrible
thing to be lost in the woods of my youth—better than lost in an opium haze or the
pain it’s meant to cloak.
         My daughter doesn’t understand the business of grinding to a halt. She tells me 
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to choose a future to fight for, but it’s her future she thinks of. She feels tired and old
but still has so much life left, brief though that life seems by the end, like the
moment’s sting from the slide of a needle into the vein. She doesn’t know tired yet,
and I should never know her old.
      I find my old pirate ship, although it no longer looks like a ship to me. After
climbing the stone wall with the difficulty of an hour, I follow it to toadstools and
the tangle of blackberry vines.
        Kneeling at the ring of mushrooms sprouted in the spring moisture of the forest
floor, parts of me crack that never did when I was a girl. Others stiffen, refusing to
bend until I force them like branches.
      I present the ash walking stick to the circle in supplication and speak into the
deepening gloam, resigned to a bed of leaves if my pleas go unheard. “When I was a
child, I was so sure that I could captain a pirate ship and escape off to fairyland, that
fairy tales were fact and all I needed to enter the realm of magic was belief. Well, here
I am, in the deterioration of dotage, and inclined to believe again. I cannot dance,
cannot play, cannot breathe like I once did, but I beg of you, if you’re still there, if
you’re real, come to me now.”
         I close my eyes in genuflection, then open them to a pitch-black forest. My back
threatens to break where it bends, and I have no feeling in my fingers or toes. I want
to weep, but that’s nothing new; I sometimes lose tears like time.
        Candles the width of dandelion stems flicker petal flame along the roots of the
tree that cradled me on so many sun-soaked days. They look like stars in an upside-
down world. I don’t immediately know which way is skyward.
        The fairy emerges from the burrow. She is as she was, a walking rose in waxen,
weary green and scarlet tousled from her broad, noble scalp, thorns in her teeth and
claws, naked as paperbark. She’s sharper than I remember, pointed horns instead of
eyebrows, cheekbones to cut diamonds, chin a bearded point, and I don’t recall the
menace of her black eyes from when we danced in the sun. The passage of time always
shows new shadows from new angles, and she has more of both than what a child
could see.
      “So, you did not forget me. You just left me to grow drunk on Amanita
blackberry wine, forever mourning the loss of a friend.” One would not expect such a
low voice from something so small, yet her words murmur through my rickety bones
like wind through wooden chimes. She strums pain not through nerves left raw and
screaming but through too many funerals and sobs going silent. A  greenhouse  isn’t
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enough to hold the regret that blooms in her sorrow.
         I groan as I raise myself, clutching at the roots to climb. The ash walking stick is
gone, my mobility an accepted sacrifice. “They wanted me to grow up.”
        “And now you are grown.” Her wings shimmer like dew-soaked cobwebs as she
crawls toward me.
        I gasp for air from the exertion of sitting upright. “An overrated pleasure that
has reached its end.”
       “I smell the invader, like fungi that infiltrate the dead and dying. To burn it,
you’ve burned yourself away. Death is upon you, crone.” She strokes me with her
thorns, rubs her petals against my cheek as she did when I was in Mary Janes. I don’t
remember the strength of her perfume, perhaps because I did not carry such a stench
with me then.
          “There’s nothing left for me here but ashes.”
          “But we cannot dance as once we danced if you have no strength or balance. We
cannot sing if you have no breath. We cannot drink and be merry if you cannot
swallow. We cannot live if you are dying.”
     I can count my days on my ribcage, track my uneven pulse through the
translucence of my skin. I’ve signed all the papers, my will in writing; I’ve nothing
left to lose. They’ll find me in the forest either way. “Save me and we can play again.”
       Her little black beetle eyes bore into mine, but a purr ripples down the bony
curve of her spine. “I cannot promise eternity, but if the path you chose does not
satisfy, I can offer the path you denied—no more, but no less. We may not dance
forever, but we can dance for a time, if you follow me.” She backs away with the same
jerky motions as she approached, until she’s half submerged in the hole.
      “I can fit through your doorway less than before.” The words quaver like a
breathy flute and creak like old hinges. There’s nothing left of the girl except desire.
Not the deep, dark desire or lofty but banal ambition of adults, but the desire of a
child for unpunished, unfettered freedom—the Pirate Queen.
        She holds out a hollowed acorn brimming with thick liqueur black as her eyes,
with the fragrance of lazy summers and indigo-stained smiles.
        I know all the warnings, but I don’t want gold, magic, or food I can manage to
cradle in my desiccated stomach. I just want more time, and I’ve eaten from her
blackberry thicket before. Wine is the seal to my promise, the bitterness that I
relinquished childhood at another’s behest. It’s better than any of the apothecarian
abundance cluttering my kitchen cabinets, and no less poison.
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        She holds my forefinger to lead me in a stiff shuffle between the roots. When I
think I cannot continue, I force myself to focus on the impossibility of my old friend,
the brilliance of her red petals in the candlelight. She draws my hand into the hole
that once housed some secret serpent, now empty but for the fairy guiding me in. I
cannot tell whether the hole grows to accommodate or whether I shrink to fit within
it, but the fairy stays the same size as earth engulfs us with rich, healthy soil. The air
thins until I gulp the last into my scarred, scattershot lungs.
          I jolt aware to a full gasp of clean, clear air as I emerge from the cocoon of earth
into the grassy glen. I am small once more, trees towering like giants and dirt dusting
the sweet pink gingham of my dress, grass stains on my knees. I laugh—loud, so loud,
without impediment or deterioration. My skin is peach hide, my hair that of a
ringleted doll. Every movement is as easy as dreaming, although I have not known
unbroken sleep for decades.
         Above, the moon gleams bright as the sun while I cavort in and out of the ring
of toadstools and the blackberry thicket, but this is not my early spring wood,
because the blackberries hang dark and full of sweet juice on their bending branches,
a taste of summer in every mark upon my plucking fingertips.
         Distracted by the headiness of wine and oxygen, by the absence of pain, I dismiss
the cold slither of metal over my arms until their thorns stab into my wrists, forming
shackles that squeeze dark beads from eager, easy veins with every beat of a young
heart.
      “I have been so patient,” the rose whispers. She tucks herself into my hair,
drawing new blood as she kisses my cheek. “Seventy years you owe. Seventy years of
singing and dancing for me, for us, every day and every night. Seventy years of
Amanita and blackberry fermenting within your wine. Oh, my dear, we shall have
such fun, and you shall taste so sweet uncasked.”
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A CROW'S

Buried in the umbra of the woods
Bleak shadows weave darkness
Tread carefully here, they said

Let not your ears hark their melody
Let not your eyes befall the meadow

Ensnared at mischievous behest
You fall asleep amongst the violets

Beguiled by enchanting chaos
Where menacing hands wield wretched dreams

To tear fissures in your heart
Hungry fingers fiddle, and in its trenches

It lies; golden, unfettered
One final moment, a breath

And your soul shatters

Tilly Moss

Husk



filth-caked cities barely even knew it existed, and when it ceased to be, few
commented on its end.
      Outside the village sat a little hut belonging to a woman who, like so many
women throughout the land, had been turned from her home when she reached a
certain age, when her mouth became too much to feed, and her husband had long-
since passed. 
       The isolation had protected her from the plague that spread that year, while
not a single house had remained untouched by its curse. Every household knew loss
and collective grief that began to fester, growing into whispers and cruel thoughts.

The village was like any other until the plague hit
and took half its residents. Good people turned
into desperate souls. Desperate souls turned to
desperate measures. It was remote, surrounded by
a dark, ancient forest, and its residents relied on
local justice to keep the  peace.  Those  in  faraway,

MY MOTHER
WARNED ME... SHE

SAID YOU MAKE
DEALS AND COUNT

THE FINGERS OF THE
DEAD.

A Natural Evil

Written by
Will Rahman
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        Only one person had ever paid her any notice, a young woman with a beautiful
smile. The young woman brought the old lady milk and cheese and dried meats in the
winter, a kindness repaid with her company, and stories of when she herself was
young. Her parents had told her to leave the old woman alone, for nothing good
could come of it. Yet still, she visited every few days to check on her, to chat away and
deliver some supplies to keep her going.
         When half the population drops dead, fear and sorrow become palatable. Toxic
and forceful. The villagers looked for someone to blame for the invisible evil still
spreading, still taking both young and old, the heads of families, their newborn
babes. Those who remained began to whisper about who or what was behind it. 
       “The devil's work,” the priest exclaimed from his pulpit every Sunday. “The
Devil walks among us and only through worship can he be expunged!” Only one
person never attended worship. One old woman who the village had already
shunned. 
        It had been a dark night when the townsfolk dragged the old woman from her
hut, convinced she was to blame. Gossip in quiet corners had grown into cruel claims
of witchcraft. Had she poisoned the drinking water? Had she called down a curse?
Was she in league with the Devil himself?
        The village was warmed by the fire of the old woman’s hut, ignited by torches
thrown onto the thatch roof. The flames illuminated the tall men as they beat the old
woman to death, tossing her broken body back into the flames of her hut when they
were done. 
         No one talked about what had happened, not the next day or the day after that;
an evil deed had been done, and all bar one agreed it had been necessary.
          The young woman with the beautiful smile did not smile after that.
      Anger arose within her, and she wandered deeper into the woods with each
passing day, creating distance between herself and those she could not bring herself
to look at. 
     After two weeks of wandering into the woods, she walked beyond what she
recognized, having never been so deep before. She kicked leaves and debris as she
went, rage burning deep within her. As her foot connected with a white orb, she
recognized the bleached animal skull for what it was as it flew.
       Watching its arc, she saw for the first time the cave mouth adorned with more
relics of death. Fastened around the opening, the skulls of various creatures had been
driven into the stone, and sun-dried animal organs hung from old, woven string. 

A Natural Evil Will Rahman
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       Fear tickled her scalp, but her rage carried her forward, into the depths of that
opening. 
        A voice sick with carrion and decay met her as she explored, stopping her in her
tracks. She did not see who spoke, but she knew what they were. 
         “What would you disturb me for, beautiful one?”
        “I do not know where I am, but I think I know who you are,” the young woman
said to the gloom. “My mother warned me of these woods and the fae creature that
dwells here. She said you make deals and count the fingers of the dead.”
       “Deals…yes, I can offer what you desire. But a price must be paid,” with a voice
like gravel mixed with wet flesh, the figure in the darkness responded. 
         “What price would you ask?”
        “I would take your smile. For it is too beautiful for this world,” the liquid voice
said.
         “You can have it for I no longer have need of it…what I desire is that…those who
hurt the sweet old lady are shown the error of their ways.”
           The darkness smiled and the deal was struck. 
       A week later, the priest, who had led the rabble to the hut, was found dead,
terror across his face. The cross in his church hung upside down, coated in a mixture
of blood and mud. His throat had been slit by something with terribly long claws.
His last words cursed out the Devil, but it was not the Devil that had paid him a visit. 
        A week after, the smith, whose forge had ignited the torches that burned the
hut, was found hanging from his rafters. Burning coals had replaced his eyes. He had
begged for mercy, but none had been granted. 
         In the third week, a local farmhand had been thrown from his horse. His face
was trampled by an ungulate foot until it resembled pâté. Trampled in the same way
his own boot had met the face of the old woman who begged them to stop. 
          After so much unnatural death, the young woman feared her deal was not what
she had intended. So, with red-rimmed eyes, she set out into the woods once more.
Night fell before she found her way back to that cave. By the glow of the moonlight,
she made her way inside and called out. 
      “I did not mean for you to take their lives, please, stop! I wanted them to
understand what they did wrong, not die for it.” She cried loudly, with tears held
barely at bay. 
           A moment of silence passed before a single snort of mirth echoed in the cave. 
          “You asked me to make them know, so I have made them know. I have granted 
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them the fear and pain that she felt.”
        “But my—” 
      A face full of malice leaned from the darkness as the hag revealed itself. A long,
slender hand darted forward and grabbed the young woman’s arm. Pale skin on pale
skin, nails caked with viscera. “Yes, they will all die, for I intend to take my
payment,” it drawled slow and thick. 
       The young woman, in terror, pulled away, raking her skin on its long claws as she
fled. 
        Returning home a mess, her father and mother tried to comfort her. But despite
her sobs, they ignored her pleas for them to leave the village that very night. 
     She lay awake, cold and still, after her parents had retired. It had passed the
witching hour when she heard the scrape of long nails on the animal horn window. 
      She froze as she heard something enter their home. She did not move when her
father cried out in pain or gurgled his last breath. For he had held down the old
woman while the mill worker stamped on her face. 
     Her tears drenched her cheeks as her mother’s panicked cries became howls of
anguish.
      But she still did not move. She could not bring herself to move even when her
mother’s pain stopped with a dull, wet thud. For her mother had been the first to
suggest the old lady was to blame for the plague. 
      And she certainly did not move when her own door opened and a shadow crept
closer. She did not move when it leaned over her. Drops of crimson dripped onto her
pale skin as the hag spoke. 
       “I believe I have your smile now, my dear.”

A Natural Evil Will Rahman
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all, or for letting go of that which they claim as their own.
      Maelan didn’t need to come. He reminds himself of that as he pushes open the
rot-riddled door to a musty, humid entrance hall. The ceiling is at least thirty feet
high, which would be more impressive if stars weren’t peeking through multiple
gaps in the wood.
      “Welcome,” a woman whispers in a tired creak, and Maelan’s eyes dart to the
shadows at the back of the entrance hall. “Be at peace, traveler, while you tell us
your tale.”
       Taking  another  step  in,  Maelan  allows  the  door  to  close.  Mildew-spackled 

The castle squats before Maelan, a heap of stones
looking for an excuse to collapse.
      “Of course this is where I’d find pieces of you,”
Maelan whispers to himself as he places his foot
on the steps. What else does he expect from his
father? The fae are not known for kindness, after 

CAENDELBAHN’S
VOICE ECHOES IN

HIS HEAD, KILL
THAT WHICH
DISAPPOINTS.

In the Footsteps of the Father

Written by
Jamie Perrault
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tapestries absorb some of the sound, refusing to let an echo out of their moisture-
laden threads. “I am Maelan. To whom will I be telling my tale, matron?”
        The old woman totters forward, lips turning up in a smile. Her eyes stare glassily
past Maelan. “To all of us in the castle, of course. It will be payment for our
hospitality. Come, young one.”
      Maelan does as she bids, following her across the brick-strewn space, using the
light of the moon to ensure he doesn’t step where he shouldn’t. No blades gleam in
the dark, but he can taste iron hidden in the shadows, waiting for the unwary. Pit
traps? He walks two steps to the woman’s side to be safe.
       The medallion on his chest pulses, his connection to the tree spirit, That Which
Grows From The Ashes, urging caution. As casually as he can, Maelan slips the carved
wooden disc from around his neck and shoves it into his pocket.
      Caution is for other days—when he’s with his husband, Algar, or someone else
who might be hurt if he makes a mistake. Maelan came alone for a reason, following
faint stories to their source, and he will determine if his father has been here recently,
untangling Caendelbahn plots with force if need be.
     The old woman leads him through a twisting maze of corridors, each more
decrepit than the last. When finally she stops, it’s in a room that was likely once a
stately reception chamber. An enormous fireplace occupies one wall, in the center of
which burns a sad little fire.
       “Please, good sir”—the old woman gestures towards the lone chair—“sit. Warm
yourself. Tell us your tale.”
       Maelan smiles, and drops his glamor. “The latter I can happily do.”
       The old woman doesn’t react, though Maelan knows that, to her eyes, he’s grown
four inches and sprouted an antlered crown. His eyes will have gone from a pretty
human brown to a glowing golden color normally unseen in this world.
      Maelan gingerly touches the back of the chair, and spiderweb wisps of spellwork
try to rise and dull his senses. Without pause, he tosses the chair into the fire, glad to
see the wood catch after only a few seconds. “I am Caendelbahn’s son, crafted from
human bones and his own dark magic.”
      The old woman clasps her hands together in front of her chest. “Welcome, sir. My
apologies for failing to recognize you. Your magic is almost as skilled as your
progenitor’s. Are you checking on us for your father?”
    Maelan draws in a long, slow breath. He could lie, perhaps—That Which has
returned enough of his humanity for that. He doesn’t want to, though. “Will you 
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show me what you’ve gathered for him?” 
    “Of course.” The old woman inclines her upper body in a stiff bow before
gesturing for him to follow again.
      She leads him along more deteriorating corridors, deeper and deeper into the
heart of the castle—deeper and deeper beneath the ground, into a dungeon that
makes the receiving hall seem a warm desert.
      The cells aren’t even closed. The ground drops a half-step, and the corpses rest
against one another, a jumbled mess of men and women, children and hale warriors
and the elderly. Anyone who would have come seeking solace.
       The oldest have decayed for years—they are little more than skeletons with a bit
of connective tissue attached.
         The newest, though… The newest has been here only three weeks.
       Damned spooky place, the caravan master had slurred when Maelan bought the
story off him with beer. Stories about it been ‘round for a long time, only they’re
getting worse. Something wicked lives there—something hungry. I told the young ones
if they went in, I’d leave them behind, and that’s exactly what I did.
        The child could simply be sleeping. He’s curled up beneath a coat hanging off a
half-desiccated corpse, his head tucked to his chest, his eyes hidden from Maelan.
      Algar would charge in. The fact that the child might still be alive would be
enough to make him throw caution to the wind.
        Maelan knows better, and not only because he has been Algar’s protector in the
five years since Algar helped wrest him from his father’s control. If the people could
have left the cell and didn’t, choosing instead to die there twined together, then
surely there’s a reason.
       He finds it easily. The spells are ones he could have performed, once, before he
used his magic to make himself fit into this world that once was his…this human
world that he will make his again.
     A bit of altered perception, turning the slight drop in ground level into an
impossible chasm. An inability to see or smell death, preventing the warning of the
previous corpses. A push to make the aching weariness of travelers insurmountable,
to allow the cold and deprivation and terror to be drowned in listless lethargy.
        They laid themselves down to sleep, these people who came to the castle seeking
sanctuary, and they died in the skeletal arms of those who came before.
       “Why?” Maelan traces his fingers over the spells’ anchor—dried flecks that are
undoubtedly traces of Caendelbahn’s blood.
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      “Because that’s what he made me for.” The old woman’s glassy eyes still don’t
meet his, and Maelan turns to truly study her.
        The glassy eyes, the slight scent of mildew and rot that wafts when she moves,
the stiff way she walks…he should have seen earlier, but he assumed something less
terrible. Silly, really, where his father is concerned. “How long have you been dead?”
    The dry lips pull back from yellow teeth, and she laughs silently. “Close,
Caendelbahn-kin, but not quite. This body has been my prison now for near fifty
years. How long the woman has been dead, I don’t know, nor do I care. I merely wait
until my service is done and I am released.”
        Maelan deepens his voice, putting all of his certainty into the words—words that
he desperately hopes he has the power to make into truth. “Your service is done,
sprite. But again I ask you, why?”
     The sprite in human clothing shrugs. “Because that was Caendelbahn’s order.
Because Caendelbahn needed human children, and this is one place where he could
collect them.” 
      “Did…” Maelan swallows down the rest of the question. Did I come from here
makes it obvious that he is weak, and working outside his father’s orders. “When was
the last time he came to collect his bounty?”
      Again the sprite laughs silently. “Never. He set me and two others to our tasks,
and he has not returned, even as we fade.”
       Maelan stares. “Not once? Not in fifty years?”
        “Not once,” the sprite confirms.
        It’s a relief, knowing his father will not walk out of the shadows.
        It’s a horror, knowing this has been for nothing.
    It’s infuriating, and Caendelbahn’s voice echoes in his head, Kill that which
disappoints.
       Maelan reaches for his right antler and grasps it, allowing the prongs to dig into
his flesh. When he pulls his fingers away, blood seeps from deep puncture wounds.
Holding his hand to his mouth, Maelan huffs out a breath, spattering the creature
before him.
        The sprite freezes, red-spotted eyes finally focusing on him.
     “Go free.” Maelan repeats the words in every language he knows—in the fae
tongue, Algar’s tongue, all those Algar has shared in their travels.
       The sprite sighs, and the body collapses as something small and winged rips itself
free and flits up the broken stairs.
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       The sprite will cause trouble, undoubtedly. But at least it will be small things,
and not…this.
         Running his bloody hand along the edge of the cell, Maelan carefully picks apart
his father’s work. When he enters the cell, bones and dirt grind beneath his sturdy
boots.
      Gathering the child’s limp body, confirming that no heart beats in the boy’s 
 chest, Maelan carefully works his way back out of the castle whose ghosts he has set
to rest.

   
        Maelan rests his head gingerly against Algar’s swollen, pregnant belly. He never
expected this—assumed that Algar, with his determination that everyone see him as
male despite his birth body, would be loath to birth children. Even when Algar said
he wanted them, it had seemed a strange and impossible dream. Now Maelan’s six-
month journey to root out another of his father’s nests seems far too long.
         “Tell me what happened,” Algar gently whispers as he strokes Maelan’s hair.
        Maelan drops his glamour, baring himself to the man who knows so very much
about him already, and speaks.
        Algar takes Maelan’s hand and presses kisses to the palm, somehow finding every
faint scar from where Maelan hurt himself undoing his father’s workings. “I’m
sorry.” 
      “Me, too.” Maelan swallows. “They screamed, the parents. When I brought the
boy’s body back. No invectives, not like I’ve had from people who know I’m fae-
touched, but still.”
       “Death tends to beget screaming, if not outside then inside.” Algar works his way
up Maelan’s arm, kissing the pulse point of Maelan’s wrist, the crook of his elbow
where blood vessels flow far too close to the surface.  
     “He didn’t even care.” Maelan closes his eyes and inhales sharply, trying to use
Algar’s sweet tree-sap scent to drive away the hint of mildew that seems to be
following him. “He killed fae, and he killed…so many humans.” Maelan had tried to
count, at first, then decided it didn’t matter. Once flesh became fertilizer, the people
affected would have mourned already. “He never even bothered to come back, to see
if he caught anything he wanted.”
     “Because he had you.” Algar’s fingers shift, threading into Maelan’s hair and
holding on tight, giving him a solid point to focus on. “Because he is cruel.”
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      “Wicked.” Maelan breathes out the word. “He is wicked. He could care. He should
care. But he doesn’t.”
      “He won’t take you again. If he still walks any realm—if That Which didn’t rid us
of him—I won’t let him take you,” Algar whispers into Maelan’s ear, but Maelan
knows they mean as much as any shouted proclamation.
      Maelan wants to believe him—to believe they are safe, that he can spend the rest
of his life destroying the snares his father left behind.
   He wants to believe his child will be safe—that Caendelbahn won’t come    
 searching for more malleable prey, an easier child to shape into the apprentice he
wants.
      He wants to believe, but wicked fae don’t care for the comfort of their children,
and as Maelan holds his husband and unborn child, he cannot uproot the fear living
alongside his determination to be better.
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A CROW'S

Mirthful children
     dance and play
Enchanting be the Fae today
     soothing singing, sweetly ringing.
Bewitching children
     with honey and games
Delightfully fun, savory of flavor
     sorrows smoothed away today
Color so full of reds and blues
     sweetest nectars of me and you
Games so fun and perfectly run
     the music will draw you in
For wicked Faes shall dance and play
     your soul will fuel the rides.
smile my friends.. and be all the merrier.
     Drink, eat–
          enjoy the sin.

H.T. Milton

Carnival



gown, threadbare from years of use. He leered from the threshold, eyes glancing
furtively along the dimly lit street. “Do you have it? Were you followed? Are you
alone? In, before somebody sees you!” Thomas was pulled inside and ushered up a
creaking, dusty staircase. “Into my study, quickly!”
     The study, unlike the rest of the house, was clean and organized. Mahogany
boxes sat chained on shelves, jewels luxuriated on velvet cushions behind glass.
Only one case stood in the center of the room. It was a work of art in itself, with
fine filigree and enamel snaking across its ebony frame.
       The old man chuckled as he worked through the many bolts and chains locking

Thomas steeled himself. This was it—the last
ingredient. Everything he had been promised
would soon be within his grasp. He gave the
tarnished knocker a firm rap.
      The door was opened by a gaunt old man with
thinning, unkempt hair, in a faded velvet dressing 
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the door. “Impressive, eh? These have taken decades to amass—a lifetime’s labor of
love to build the finest collection in the world!”
       Thomas flinched as a scrawny hand grabbed his collar, drawing his face down to
the old man’s beady eyes.
        “Show it to me!”
     Thomas reached slowly into his jacket, keeping his eyes fixed on the old man’s,
until he found what he sought. At first, he could only faintly discern his prize but
with each passing moment, each ragged breath of anticipation, it grew clearer.
Thomas was keenly aware that he had barely a moment, if that.
      He drew out a jar containing a jewel like none other. The clear, uncut stone was
mottled with veins of quartz intermingling like blood vessels. Where it caught the
light, life itself seemed to pulse at its dead heart. 
     Thomas popped the lid off the jar with his thumb. The moment the collector
thrust his hand forth, eyes flashing, Thomas lashed out with the razor-edged tool
concealed beneath his other cuff and carved into his victim’s eye socket. The collector
screamed as Thomas scooped his prize into the jar. The semblance of the jewel
dissolved, its purpose complete. Now only an eyeball pressed against the glass, with
an unblinking and accusing stare.
      Thomas made short work of the door with the boots Cranshaw had gifted him;
the locks may as well not have existed. He fled down the stairs, trying to ignore the
stench of blood from his shirt and the old man’s wails. Thankfully, the miser was too
frugal to hire any servants who might have raised the alarm—but it wouldn’t be long
until a neighbor heard the screams.
    He examined his prize in the safety of an alley some streets away. When he   
 checked the bloody eye, he grinned. The gleam was still there, preserved by his
master’s enchantment.
        The glint in a miser’s eye. The last ingredient.
       Cranshaw emerged from so deep a darkness, the blackness of his tailcoat seemed
to form from the shadows themselves. Tall, well-tailored, and with magnificent
whiskers, he was the image of a perfect gentlemen—provided one didn’t pay too
much attention, especially to his feet, or the claw-like hands gripping his cane. He
tapped it idly against the cobblestones. “Do you have it?” he asked, already taking the
jar and examining it with a languid air. The gleam flickering behind his dark pince-
nez could have been the twin of that trapped forever in the glass he held. 
         “Capital!” Cranshaw proclaimed at last. The jar vanished into his jacket as he 
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favored Thomas with a smile. “We are one step closer to glory, my friend! Everything
has been satisfactorily procured.”
        “Then we’re ready, sir?”
    Cranshaw tutted. “Naturally. Come, Thomas; we must away. Time is of the
essence, for watchmen will soon be sniffing about our business.”
      Thomas hurried after his master as he swept through the backstreets. Everything
he wanted would soon be his. He couldn’t believe how far he’d come since Cranshaw
had first picked him all those months ago.

      Thomas groaned and swatted limply at the stick prodding him in the side. “’M
movin’ officer, ‘m movin’.” He rolled onto his back and tried to focus on the figure
standing over him. He’d been wrong—he wasn’t being moved on by the
constabulary. It was some toff with no right to be in this alley, looking down at the
likes of him. “You ain’t a watchman.”
       “No,” replied the gentleman, slightly too loudly for Thomas’s liking. “I am not. I
have a proposition for you, Thomas Miller.” 
      In response, Thomas threw up on the gentleman’s hooves, blinked in confusion,
then vomited on them again. Boots. Definitely boots.
   Twenty minutes and a bucket of water later, the gentleman repeated his
proposition in the back room of a nearby drinking den.
     “Mr. Miller,” he asked, handing Thomas a generous measure of gin, “have you   
 ever heard of a Hand of Glory?”

   A Hand of Glory! Everyone knew someone whose cousin’s grandfather’s
acquaintance had one, or knew someone who knew a housemaid who’d witnessed
one’s use. Beyond such gambling-den rumors, a Hand was the stuff of myths—an
artifact most rogues would sell their larcenous souls to acquire. 
      Lighting the mummified fingers of a Hand of Glory would ensure anyone in a
house already asleep would remain so for as long as the wielder desired. It was every
thief’s dream—and if they had to slit the throat of a wakeful scullery maid, well,
sensible folks should be asleep at those hours. They had only themselves to blame.
   No one really believed in them, of course. Thomas had almost laughed in
Cranshaw’s  face  when  the  proposition  was  made.  H e only  took  the  job  because      
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indulging a rich eccentric was better than pickpocketing. But since entering
Cranshaw’s employ, he had seen things that kept him awake at night. Things that
made him wonder if such a thing might be possible after all…

       “I appreciate all this, guv–sir, I really do,” gabbled Thomas as the toff pushed a
purse stuffed with shillings across the table. “But, if you don’t mind my askin’—why
me?”
     A perfect eyebrow was raised in a way that would become most familiar to
Thomas. “Are you rejecting my offer?”
       “Oh, I am, sir,” blurted Thomas, eyeing the purse. It had enough in it to keep
him in gin, food, and more gin for some weeks. “But, with all due respect, sir, I’m no
one. There must be others more…more qualified than me.”
        “Perhaps, Mr. Miller, but I have chosen you. I have been watching you for some
time,” he added, leaning across the table. “I have been looking for a suitable partner
for even longer than that. My knowledge of your character tells me that you are
reasonably intelligent, loyal, and—when you aren’t steeped in gin—willing to dirty
your hands. All qualities that I admire—nay, require. What is more, you are not from
this city. You came here to seek your fortune. Together, we will make the means to
amass that fortune and then quietly…disappear.” He stroked the purse idly, making
the coins inside jingle. “I am offering you the solution to all your ills, Mr. Miller.
That purse alone, I believe, covers your outstanding debts.”
     Thomas looked at the purse with a more sober eye. He had come to seek his
fortune. And that purse would cover his debts. And if more were forthcoming, then
maybe things could go back to the way they were when he had first arrived, before
everything had gone wrong and he was soused in gin and lifting handkerchiefs to
earn a crust or better.
        “I reckon we have a deal, Mr…?”
        “Cranshaw. You may call me Cranshaw.”
       Cranshaw smiled thinly and shook Thomas’s hand. The pact was made. Thomas
Miller was now his man.

       Cranshaw’s rooms were in the docklands this time, amidst a maze of warehouses.
Thomas followed him up several flights of stairs in a crumbling tenement building. 
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At the top, Cranshaw opened an unassuming door and ushered him into his study.
        It was the same as it ever was: mahogany desk, leather armchairs, creaking shelves
bearing the fruits of Thomas’s labors, musty books that seemed to strain against their
bindings. Either Cranshaw had identical rooms across the city, had very efficient
means of moving his belongings, or there was more to his master that Thomas
preferred not to think about.
       Cranshaw strode by the shelves, indicating each bell jar in turn with his cane. “A
pickpocket’s deftness, a libeller’s spite, the wrath of a murderer, a forger’s cunning,
and, here we are—the glint in a miser’s eye.” He poured his new prize into the final
bell jar and turned back to look at Thomas where he hovered in the doorway. The
ghost of a smile glimmered about his lips. “We have almost everything we need.”
        Thomas frowned. “I thought you said that was the last ingredient, sir.”
      Cranshaw let out a small laugh. “Oh, my dear Mr. Miller…one cannot make a
Hand of Glory without a hand.”
       “True enough, sir.” Thomas chuckled, though something about the atmosphere
led it to die in his throat. “Just you let me know where you want me, sir, and I’ll fetch
one.”
      “Oh, that won’t be necessary.” Cranshaw grinned. It was the first time Thomas
had seen him do so, and he had altogether too many teeth for his liking. “You can
stay right there, Mr. Miller,” he continued, with a snap of his fingers.
     “Sir?” is what Thomas would have asked in reply, if he could have. His jaw,
however, was frozen half-open, his tongue stiff against his teeth. He tried to step
forwards, but his limbs, too, were held fast by some invisible force. Only his eyes
could move freely, and these were fixed on Cranshaw in confusion.
        Cranshaw looked increasingly amused. “The fact is, Mr. Miller, not any old hand
will do for my purposes. It, like the other ingredients, requires a particular quality—
to wit, it must be the hand of one betrayed.” He stifled a chuckle behind a gloved
hand. “Yes, I see you are beginning to catch on. It is your hand I require, Mr. Miller. I
would apologize, but that seems rather against the spirit of betrayal, yes?”
      He walked towards Thomas. The cane he twirled altered in his grip, becoming a
heavy axe. Cranshaw raised it one-handed, as if it were nothing, and swept it smartly
through Thomas’s wrist.
      The pain was excruciating. Thomas could not whimper, nor could he weep. He
could only scream, internally, while Cranshaw bent and picked up the bloodied
appendage.  His  one-time  master  examined  the  hand  like  a  piece  of  meat  at  the 
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butcher before glancing again at Thomas. By some miracle, the fountaining blood
had failed to even slightly mar Cranshaw’s suit.
       “Thank you for this final piece, Mr. Miller. Your help has been invaluable. Please
don’t think me ungrateful, or cruel. We are both, after all, men of business. Now, you
should have a few minutes before the hemorrhage becomes fatal. I suggest you make
peace with your God. I’m led to believe he understands one’s innermost thoughts. I
hope so, for your sake.”
       Cranshaw nodded to Thomas one last time, then rapped his cane against the
floor. He vanished in a swirl of shadows, and the study along with him. Thomas was
left alone, still frozen, in the attic of a dilapidated tenement. He had just enough light
to watch his lifeblood pool upon the floor before he, too, was swallowed by darkness.
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